

Host John A says:
********Begin Pharaoh Mission********

                " Risa and Fall"

CMO T`ryl says:
::finishes reviewing the crew Physicals before getting ready for shore leave::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at rosters::

CTO Riker says:
CNS:  co  told  me to  report to u for   daily sessions 

CNS T`Pel says:
CTO: Ok, for what?

SO Ikari says:
::waits at the door of Jimmy's quarters::

OPS Stidd says:
::shutting down duty station before shore leave::

CEO Starks says:
:: opens door of station quarters with jacket in hand ::

CEO Starks says:
SO: all right, all right I'm ready

Host CO Terrance says:
::waiting in RR for Ensign Stidd, who requested a meeting::

CNS T`Pel says:
*COM*: T'Ryl: CNS to CEO, T'Ryl?

CTO Riker says:
CNS:   ask him 

SO Ikari says:
CEO:  Jeez, all this time off this ship has slowed you down.

OPS Stidd says:
::goes to ready room to meet CO, chimes for entrance::

Host John A says:
ACTION: 21 artificial micro stars, Light the Pharaohs side as the enlisted crew departs

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*:CNS: yes T'Pel

CEO Starks says:
SO: laugh it up, so where the rest of the crew?

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Enter

CNS T`Pel says:
*COM* CMO: Please wait.

CNS T`Pel says:
CEO: What can I do for you?

OPS Stidd says:
::enters RR: : CO: thank you for this meeting, sir.

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Got me.  I'm not even sure I know all their names to look em up.  ::shrugs::

CSO Fist  says:
::sitting in quarters contemplating the offer he has been given::

CEO Starks says:
SO: good now I won't feel so bad...to the Exile?

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*CNS: got a patient ?

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Sure, maybe we'll run into a few of them.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: What's on your mind ensign

CNS T`Pel says:
*COM*CMO: Yes...I think. Will notify, ok?

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Did you get my request for a leave of absence, sir?

CEO Starks says:
:: walks down habitat ring corridor with SO for main prominod ::

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*CNS:no problem

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Yes.  Before I approve or disprove it, I'd like to know why?

CTO Riker says:
:: walks over to  replicator and  orders  a drink  ::

SO Ikari says:
::arrives in the nearly empty Exile Cafe:: CEO: Jeez, this place is dead.

CNS T`Pel says:
CEO: Can I help you?

OPS Stidd says:
::Hands the CO a padd:: This is part  of the reason sir.

OPS Stidd says:
The padd shows a classified report of the disappearance of a science vessel.  The vessel was later found abandoned with no trace of how the crew disappeared.  NO Ensign should be able to gain this report!!

CEO Starks says:
SO: time to livin it up then!

CEO Starks says:
:: grabs a seat by the bar ::

CNS T`Pel says:
Ooops, ok.

CTO Riker says:
::  scratches his  head and  wonders  to him  self ::

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Mr Stidd, you do realise that what you've just handed me coud end your Starfleet career and earn you some time in a penal institute

CNS T`Pel says:
T'Ryl: I'm done. care to meet?

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Now I forget, who owes who a drink?

CTO Riker says:
::  walks to  tl ::computer:  bridge

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*CNS: mee me in the station, I have a shuttle waiting

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I am aware of that sir. . . but I think I can trust you to understand.

CEO Starks says:
SO: way I see it I own the whole crew a roound but I'll start with you

CEO Starks says:
:: motion for 2 drinks ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: My son was on that science vessel.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: You'd better sit down

FCO Horn says:
::Enters bar::

CTO Riker says:
:: walks out  on the  bridge  :: 

Host John A says:
ACTION: Station OPS picks upm a fleet of Ferengi Marauders entering the system.

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Hey, if no one shows up, I get their drinks, right?  ::chuckles::

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: And you want to go and look for him?

CNS T`Pel says:
*COM* CMO: Acknowledged. T'Pel out.::Goes to shuttle and goes to station::

SO Ikari says:
::nudges Jimmy as FCO enters the bar::

CEO Starks says:
:: turns to see FCO::

FCO Horn says:
::Grabs seat by other crew members::

CTO Riker says:
:: sits  at his  panel and  notices something odd ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The ships approach the station but don't dock.

CEO Starks says:
FCO: Ensign...Horn is it? join us won't you?

OPS Stidd says:
::takes a seat:: That is one reason I joined SF.  I recently received a message that My son is alive...

CNS T`Pel says:
::Exits the shuttle when it docks and waits outside the dock.::

FCO Horn says:
CEO: don't mind if i do

OPS Stidd says:
I must follow up on it.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: How accurate is this message?

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks for T'Ryl::

CEO Starks says:
:: takes a sip of a drink ::

FCO Horn says:
CEO: Let me guess, the new guy gets to buy the first round

CEO Starks says:
FCO: how do you like the Pharaoh so far?

CEO Starks says:
FCO:...but o course they do 

CEO Starks says:
::grins to SO::

CTO Riker says:
*CO* something a  i think you should see sir 

FCO Horn says:
CEO: Its alright so far, wish I could do more than just sit and fly

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: Can you be more specific?

CEO Starks says:
FCO: it's what FCO's do

OPS Stidd says:
CO: It gives names of other crew.  SF's explanation lacked logic sir.  I knew it was wrong from the start.

CEO Starks says:
FCO:...just be thankful you didn't have the first day on the job our previous FCO did

FCO Horn says:
CEO: I know.

SO Ikari says:
FCO: Sounds like you need a new job if you don't like flying...

CTO Riker says:
*CO* a fleet of  Ferengi ships  just  approached us  but there not docking

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: DO you need anything from me?

Host John A says:
ACTION: 2 important looking Ferengis beam directly into the Bar and approach Grom

FCO Horn says:
CEO: What happened to him?

Host CO Terrance says:
*CTO*: Check with Station OPS then report back to me

FCO Horn says:
::Looks and Ferengis::

CTO Riker says:
*CO* aye sir 

CEO Starks says:
FCO: first day he was aboard we found ourselves under fire and forced down on an oceanic planet he got us down not only in one piece but also on one of the only land masses around

CNS T`Pel says:
::Sees T'Ryl:: Greetings T'Ryl, how are you?

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Let's not talk about that, eh Jimmy?  ::sighs::

CMO T`ryl says:
::meets T’pel at the shuttle:: CNS: you made it that you

CEO Starks says:
::: drift off from story to notice Ferengi ::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Just passage to Lycos 7.  There is a freighter leaving there to my rendezvous with one Tomure.  He arranged that part.

CEO Starks says:
SO: now what do you supposes this is all about ::  point to Ferengi ::

FCO Horn says:
::Nudges CEO and whispers:: CEO: what do you think they want?

Host Ferengi says:
Grom: Grom! You haven't paid your citizenship taxes! We're here to collect!

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Alright, LOA approved.  Just get your Vulcan ass back here in one piece

CNS T`Pel says:
T'Ryl: Yes... ::Motions towards the lounge:: Shall we?::

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Looks like Grom's in trouble again.  ::shakes head::

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Think we should let the Captain know?

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: yes

CEO Starks says:
:: looks to SO and FCO ::

CEO Starks says:
SO/FCO: time to bail him out again eh?

FCO Horn says:
CEO: right behind you

CEO Starks says:
SO: call the CO, 

CNS T`Pel says:
::Follows CMO::CMO: Are you well?

CEO Starks says:
FCO: join me won't you Mr. Horn

OPS Stidd says:
::raises eyebrows:: CO: I intended to do that sir, what could it serve you if my "Vulcan Ass" were in many pieces?

Host Ferengi says:
<Grom> uuuhhh, Kind sir! My taxes aren't due for a month!

CEO Starks says:
:: stands and walks toward Ferengi ::

SO Ikari says:
*CO*: I hope I'm not interrupting anything sir, but your bartender is in a bit of a situation.

FCO Horn says:
::Follows CEO::

CEO Starks says:
Ferengi: Is there some trouble here gentlemen?

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS:I am feeling better thanks to our talks ::smiles slightly::

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Because I would come after you in Hell and kick it around.  ::smiles::  Dismissed ensign

Host CO Terrance says:
::rolls eyes at the SO's signal::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Thank you sir .::stands and leaves the RR::

Host CO Terrance says:
*SO*: Ike, try and keep it from getting to violent, but if needs be, use the goat

Host Ferengi says:
Grom: Didn't you get the word, Citizen taxes have increased AND are pro-rated from the Bills date, thats 13 months of back taxes at 12% of your income! NOW!

SO Ikari says:
::shudders:: *CO*: I don't think that will be necessary sir.

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: would you like to just stay here?

OPS Stidd says:
::Taps his comm badge::  *comm* CMO: Doctor, what is your present location?

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: and be part of the crew?

CTO Riker says:
*CO* apparently  2  of them  beamed over and started to  approach     Grom   evidently he didn’t   pay his  taxes or something sir 

CEO Starks says:
:: taps Ferengi on shoulder ::

Host CO Terrance says:
::starts walking to the airlock to investigate the bar::

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM* OPS: outside the Exile Cafe

CEO Starks says:
Ferengi: I said, is there a problem here?

Host Ferengi says:
CEO: What do you want HEW_MOHN???

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: I must speak of our talks...::Bows head:: I do not think that I can continue with our talks for.....er.....professional reasons. I cannot be biased.

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*OPS: do you need me?

CEO Starks says:
:: turns top FCO and smiles::

SO Ikari says:
::stands up as Jimmy confronts the Ferengi::

CEO Starks says:
FCO: I hate it when they call me that

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM*CMO:I was wondering if you would like some company?

CEO Starks says:
:: turns back to Ferengi and punches him in the face with a right hook ::

Host CO Terrance says:
::walks into the bar and up to the two Ferengi and the CEO::

CMO T`ryl says:
::looks up at the CNS:: CNS: I understand

CEO Starks says:
:: shacking fist ::

FCO Horn says:
::punches the other Ferengi in the gut::

SO Ikari says:
CEO: Jeez Jimmy!  ::puts his hand on Jimmy's shoulder::

Host Ferengi says:
CEO: No problem, we are from the Ferengi Revenue Board, here to collect on past depts. If fact this entire system owes back trade tariffs to us.

Host CO Terrance says:
All: AS YOU WHERE!!!!

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*OPS:I would be honored

CEO Starks says:
:: stands at attention ::

FCO Horn says:
::stands at attention::

Host Ferengi says:
Grom: now you worm, where's are latinum?!

Host CO Terrance says:
All: What is going on here?  There is no fighting in MY bar!

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM*CMO: On my way .::leaves for the exile cafe::

Host Ferengi says:
<Grom> whimpers... and cowers

SO Ikari says:
CO: Glad you could pop by sir.  It seems Grom's behind on his taxes.

CEO Starks says:
CO: sorry sir! just a little misunderstanding

Host Ferengi says:
:: ignores the obnoxious Starfleet Captain::

FCO Horn says:
CO: we were educating them on usage of the English language

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: you don't mind if Stidd joins us, do you?

Host CO Terrance says:
Ferengi: You will explain yourself or you will get out.  Do you understand me?

CNS T`Pel says:
T'Ryl: I mean.......I like you too much to be objective....ahhhh..<G>

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: Err....no, not at all.

Host Ferengi says:
<Grom> CO: Mr Andy! I have paid for myself and for Bar. We owe my people nothing! Look at the books!

OPS Stidd says:
::meets CMO outside of the cafe:: CMO: greetings T'Ryl

CNS T`Pel says:
::Waits at the table::

CTO Riker says:
:: leaves   the bridge and  goes to the bar ::

Host CO Terrance says:
Ferengi: I will ask you one more time before I through you out.

CMO T’ryl says:
OPS: greetings Stidd

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods to the CNS:: CNS: Am I interrupting something?

CMO T'ryl says:
::goes into bar to where the CNS is sitting::

CNS T`Pel says:
OPS: Not at all.

Host Ferengi says:
Grom: You Lie! Our records are immaculate! We will meet with Akarin now, to settle the systems dept. You have 2 hours to come up with 46 bars, and 12 slips!

CTO Riker says:
::  enters the bar and looks at the co :: CO:  is there  a problem or need any  assistance  sir 

CMO T`ryl says:
OPS, CNS: what would you guys like to drink

SO Ikari says:
::coughs:: Grom: How could you possibly owe that much?!

Host Ferengi says:
CO: this is not your concern hew-mohn. :: turns and leaves::

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: Mineral water please.

CMO T`ryl says:
::likes the attention, but is ashamed of that fact::

OPS Stidd says:
Raktagino, please

Host Grom says:
:: goes and gets a PADD from the office::

Host CO Terrance says:
Ferengi: I am the senior STARFLEET officer in this system.  Now what is it you want, or I will through you in the brig  ::grabs the Ferengi as he leaves::  This is my employee, my bar, my station and my system.  Now ANSWER ME!

CMO T`ryl says:
Bartender: 2 Mineral waters & 1 Raktagino Please

CEO Starks says:
:: whispers to FCO ::

CEO Starks says:
FCO: now here when the CO get mad

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: The Capt. approved my LOA.  I leave in a day or two.

CNS T`Pel says:
::Thinking hard:: OPS: How do you like OPS?

FCO Horn says:
::Whispers to CEO::CEO: round two maybe?

CNS T`Pel says:
OPS: Why?

CEO Starks says:
:: sly grin to FCO ::

Host Grom says:
<Ferengi> CO: We will shut down trade to this system Captain, I don't care what power you think you have... We will get our Latinum... one way or another

Host Grom says:
:: shrugs off the Co's grip::

SO Ikari says:
CEO/FCO: There has to be an error in their calculations.  That's way too much money to owe.

Host CO Terrance says:
::pushes Ferengi against the wall and raises him two feet off the ground, so that he is with eye level of Terrance::

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: My son disappeared on a science vessel and SF did not explain the disappearance properly.  Now I have a lead that says my son is alive.  I must follow up on it.

CTO Riker says:
:: thinks a moment weather   he should interfere or  not ::

CMO T`ryl says:
::watches as the CO gets into a discussion with a Ferengi::

CEO Starks says:
SO: standard Ferengi mathematics is what it sounds like to me 

Host CO Terrance says:
Ferengi: This system is Federation Space.  If you blockade it, you will be fired upon by this station and by my ship.  There are five, no, seven starships within range, which are more than a match for your ships!

CMO T`ryl says:
OPS: what ship was your son on?

Host Grom says:
ACTION: The other Ferengi slips behind the Captain an run a small device across his back

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: I have a request for you. CMO: The USS Starbucks.

CNS T`Pel says:
OPS: Is it a lead that you can trust?

XO Fowler says:
::Walks into the cafe and sees the usual stuff going on. Finds a table and sits, watching::

FCO Horn says:
::Jumps on second Ferengi::

OPS Stidd says:
CNS: I believe so.

CEO Starks says:
:: sees the seconds Ferengi with the device ::

CNS T`Pel says:
OPS: And that is what?

CEO Starks says:
CTO: Grab him

CEO Starks says:
::Point to second Ferengi::

FCO Horn says:
::Tackles second Ferengi::

SO Ikari says:
::Is amazed at the scene developing in front of him::

Host CO Terrance says:
::releases the first Ferengi::

Host Grom says:
ACTION: The 1st Ferengi taps a communicator and both disappear in a transporter beam

CEO Starks says:
self: damn

CMO T`ryl says:
OPS :was it going to Romulus?

SO Ikari says:
ALL: Well, that went nicely.

XO Fowler says:
::Raises her eyebrows, wondering what was going on::

Host CO Terrance says:
*Pharaoh*: Computer, transport all senior staff to their positions.  Authorization TERRANCE Alpha One

CEO Starks says:
:: feeld transport initiate ::

CMO T`ryl says:
::looks over at.........is transported away::

Host Grom says:
ACTION: the Pharaohs TR system lashes out and grabs the crew

XO Fowler says:
::As the transporter takes her she thinks,:: Self: Darn, didn't even get to have a drink

CEO Starks says:
:: materializes on bridge ::

Host CO Terrance says:
::materializes in his chair::

CEO Starks says:
:: takes engineering station seat and powers up the console ::

Host CO Terrance says:
All: Red Alert, target the nearest ship and put one quantum torpedo across his bow!

CEO Starks says:
ALL: so much for shore leave

OPS Stidd says:
::is transported away and materializes in his duty station::

FCO Horn says:
::Materializes on bridge and takes helm control::

CEO Starks says:
*EO* Emma, heat up the core

SO Ikari says:
::to self:: This ALWAYS happens!

XO Fowler says:
::Walks to the CO:: CO: I think I missed something. ::Looks at the screen::

OPS Stidd says:
::powers up weapons array::

CNS T`Pel says:
*Comm* Pharoah: energize

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Right. ::Heats up the core.::

Host Grom says:
ACTION: a Communication comes in from the Ferengi ship

FCO Horn says:
::Plots intercept course, just in case::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: These Ferengi think it will be fun to blockade all trade to Tenarus

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Capt, presently on battery power only sir.

Host Ferengi CO says:
Com: Pharaoh: What is the meaning of this! We have a right to be here! Why do you fire?

XO Fowler says:
CO: Um-hum. And we're trying to nicely persuade them differently ::Small grin at Andy::

CEO Starks says:
:: stands and walks to rear Tactical station ::

CNS T`Pel says:
*Com*. CMO: Shall I report to sickbay to assist?

SO Ikari says:
::quietly to XO:: In all honesty, they could have been telling the truth.  ::shrugs::

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*CNS: Please

Host CO Terrance says:
Com; Marauder: It is you who have shown hostile intent, initiating a blockade of a Federation system.  You have two minutes to withdraw

OPS Stidd says:
CO: power at maximum.  Ready to engage the Ferengi in field battle, sir.

CNS T`Pel says:
*Com* CMO: Aye:: Heads to sickbay.::

Host Ferengi CO says:
COM: Pharaoh: There is no blockade?! We have detained no one! you claims are an insult!

Host CO Terrance says:
TAC: Raise shields

CEO Starks says:
CO: aye sir raising shields

CEO Starks says:
:: shields come on line ::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Through turbolift, arrives in sickbay:: CMO: Assignment?

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: As Riker overloads the shield generator the feed back, fries him to his chair!

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: we may be going into battle please prepare for wounded just in case

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Ferengi: It appears that you don't know what is going on Daimon.  Two officers of your fleet beamed to that station, harassed an employee of mine and made threats to blockade this system.  Now your presence here is unwelcome and I now suggest that you leave this system in one minute and forty seconds

CNS T`Pel says:
::Begins triage:: Aye Ma'am.

CEO Starks says:
*COM* Medical transport CTO to sickbay

OPS Stidd says:
*comm* CMO: medical emergency on the bridge

CMO T`ryl says:
::works on the wounded that are already in the SB:

CEO Starks says:
:: runs a check on the tactical station ::

CMO T`ryl says:
*COM*OPS: on my way

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: think you can handle this?

XO Fowler says:
::Moves over to the CTO and starts basic first aid::

OPS Stidd says:
::reroutes power through secondary::

CMO T`ryl says:
::runs out of Sickbay after picking up a bag::

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: Aye.::Moves to take over CMO::

Host Ferengi CO says:
Com: Pharaoh: ::sneers:: CO: No deal Captain...

OPS Stidd says:
::Boosts power to secondary shield coils::

Host CO Terrance says:
TAC: ::with screen still on:: Target the Daimon's bridge, full spread.  Fire at will!

CTO Riker says:
::  runs  to  the bridge :: 

CEO Starks says:
CTO: nope energy feedback got you.. don't worry just lay still and Doc T'ryl will take care of ya

CNS T`Pel says:
Self: Agh, massive plasma burns...::Uses plasma regenerator::

CTO Riker says:
:: enters the  bridge and takes tac ::

SO Ikari says:
::aside to the CO:: Sir, I'm not sure if the Federation is going to like this...

CEO Starks says:
:: fires pulse phasers at Ferengi lead ship ::

Host CO Terrance says:
SO: The Federation isn't  being asked to like it

CMO T`ryl says:
::arrives on Bridge sees the CTO down with the CSO next to HIm :CSO I got it now

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: Cease fire

CEO Starks says:
CO: aye sir

CEO Starks says:
:: holds fire ::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Stabilizes patient:: Ok, who is next?:: looks around and spots the next patient:: Ahh.

XO Fowler says:
CMO: He got burnt pretty badly

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: you'll be ok

SO Ikari says:
CO: I realize that sir, but maybe diplomacy would be a better option, sir.

CMO T`ryl says:
XO: thank you

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Ferengi: Daimon, I hope that little demonstration will convince you, or will I have to try again.  CEO: Target the warp core

OPS Stidd says:
::scans area for other hostiles::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Scans the patient:: oh, broken fibula.. ::Begins treatment::

CMO T`ryl says:
ALL: what burnt him:: works on injuries::

XO Fowler says:
CMO: Need help?

Host CO Terrance says:
SO: Ike, don't start or get off might bridge

CTO Riker says:
:: realizes it was a dream and wakes up in  sick  bay a little  dazed ::

CMO T`ryl says:
XO: thank you, with all these burns I may

OPS Stidd says:
CMO: Harmonic feedback from the shield emitters

XO Fowler says:
CMO: There was a feed back from the shield generators

CNS T`Pel says:
::Moves to CTO:: You'll be ok.:: scans::

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: the Ferengi fleet power shield to full and target the Pharaoh

Host CO Terrance says:
SO: How many ships?

XO Fowler says:
CMO: Ready to move him?

CTO Riker says:
CMO: dock I’m need on the bridge  I need to go 

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at CTO:: Just relax::

CEO Starks says:
:: at tactical ready for a fire fight ::

OPS Stidd says:
::prepares for incoming::

SO Ikari says:
CO: Eight ships

CMO T`ryl says:
::looks at XO::XO: that did all of this , yes XO we can move him

CEO Starks says:
CO: just like the old days eh? Captain

OPS Stidd says:
CO:4 ships moving to intercept

SO Ikari says:
CO: Four are within short range, another four are pulling out of orbit on an intercept course.

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Daimon: Order your ships to stand down.  You may destroy the Pharaoh, but before you can say latinum, there will be more starships here thn you have ever seen.  And I can still kill you before you kill me.  What profit is there in that?

XO Fowler says:
CMO: Then lets do it. CO: Andy I'm going to SB. Be right back

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: the 4 closest Marauders fire a barrage of Phasers at the Pharaoh

CTO Riker says:
:: hates  thats  there’s a battle  and  he’s  missin out  ::

CEO Starks says:
:: shakes with the ship ::

CEO Starks says:
CO: shields holding!

Host CO Terrance says:
All: Brace for impact, but hold fire

XO Fowler says:
::Helps the CMO carry Riker to SB::

CMO T`ryl says:
::helps the XO with CTO & gets into TL::

CEO Starks says:
CO: sir shields are down 50 %!

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Ferengi: Daimon, you are trying my patience.

CNS T`Pel says:
::Diagnoses two broken limbs, a punctured limb, and a case of pneumonia.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Have Station OPS power up their weapons and launch defence craft

OPS Stidd says:
::directs nonessential equipment offline and redirects the energy to shields::

CTO Riker says:
CMO I’m  fine I need to get the   bridge 

CMO T`ryl says:
XO: he is pretty bad he will be out for quit some time

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: Fire

SO Ikari says:
::sends a distress signal back to Outpost 1138::

OPS Stidd says:
CO:Aye sir

CEO Starks says:
:: fires quantum torpedo full spread at lead ship ::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: you are fine when I say your fine understood?

CEO Starks says:
::fires pulse phasers at support ship #1::

XO Fowler says:
CMO: Just get him fixed up, Doc. ::They enter SB and put Riker on a bio-bed::

Host Ferengi CO says:
COM: Pharaoh CO: And you are trying Mine Captain! We have legitimate business here! We will report this!

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at the next patient:: CMO: Ive got a bleeder.....and I don't know what to do next.

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: you may outrank me, but I am the doctor & you are my Patient

OPS Stidd says:
*COMM* Station: power your weapons and launch all defensive craft

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Ferengi: I'm willing to die to protect this system Daimon.  Are you willing to die for no profit?


Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: The red glow of alert status falls on Station OPS as fighter craft fly from it's bays!

XO Fowler says:
CTO: Stay here and let the Doc fix you up. You were burned pretty badly. It's an order, Mister

CMO T`ryl says:
XO:I will get him fixed up that is not a problem

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Station has responded with defensive craft

SO Ikari says:
CO: Here comes the cavalry sir.

CMO T`ryl says:
XO: thank you nice to have some weight on my side ::smiles slightly at her::

XO Fowler says:
CMO: Good. Need anymore help?

CEO Starks says:
CO: Federation fighter group coming to bear sir

Host Ferengi CO says:
COM: Pharaoh: CO: It is not us who will die... ::sneers::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at alert lights:: *Comm*. CMO: please respond!

Host Ferengi CO says:
:: cuts channel::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Station has powered its weapons and is ready, sir.

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: help me with the CTO so the XO can get back to the Bridge, Please

CMO T`ryl says:
XO: I think we can handle him from here, Thank you

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: At once ::moves to assist::

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Ferengi: Daimon, check your sensors.  We have station fighter support and two starships are on their way.  Even if your fleet survives, you won't, because I will take you with me.  Helm, lay in a collision course and close communications

XO Fowler says:
CMO/CNS: Good ::Nods:: If you need help let us know

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: All 8 Marauders fire disrupters at the Pharaoh, the small ships shields glow with hell fire

CTO Riker says:
CMO: ure not going to let me  go are you

CEO Starks says:
CO: shields failing sir!

FCO Horn says:
::Plots course and engages::

Host CO Terrance says:
FCO: Continue on course

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: The hardest part about playing chicken Jimmy, is knowing when to flinch

XO Fowler says:
::Gives Riker a glare that all but says, stay put, then she heads back to the bridge.::

CEO Starks says:
SO: it was nice knowing ya Ike

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: I lost on Patience & that was a frog I had as a kid, so the answer is no:: smiles at him::

CEO Starks says:
CO: now would be a good time sir...

SO Ikari says:
CEO: All this for 48 bars of latinum?

OPS Stidd says:
::looks around him:: self: in the Klingon, Today is a good day to die.

FCO Horn says:
self: immovable object, here I come

Host CO Terrance says:
FCO: Steady!

CNS T`Pel says:
CTO: Refrain from communicating...it will only tire you.

XO Fowler says:
::Arrives back on the bridge:: All: All right, who’s shaking the ship? ::Tight grin::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: you seem to like being burnt

CEO Starks says:
CO: quantum torpedo's ready sir.. both tubes

FCO Horn says:
::Maintains course::

CTO Riker says:
CNS: why cant  u guys  understand I’m fine  

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: Lock phasers on their weapon's grid and standby to fire as we will pass under them

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: The Marauder veers hard to port and fires  at the pharaoh but misses

CMO T`ryl says:
::puts the life support over the CTO to help take some of the strain of the body::

CEO Starks says:
:: readies lateral phaser array::

CTO Riker says:
CMO:  if you’ve been  burned as  many times as i have u get use to it 

XO Fowler says:
::Standing by the big chair and holds on the back of it::

CNS T`Pel says:
CTO: If you 'were fine' you would be on the bridge correct?

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: FIRE!

OPS Stidd says:
::slight grin appears on face::

CEO Starks says:
:: fires::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: you also lose skin now be still

Host CO Terrance says:
CEO: Or by not flinching

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: The Pharaohs weapons crush the lead ships shields

CEO Starks says:
CO: direct hit there shields are down!

OPS Stidd says:
::nods in approval::

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Hail them.  Maybe he'll be in a position to talk!

CMO T`ryl says:
::Gets some skin graphs made for the CTO::

SO Ikari says:
::scans for nearby Fed vessels::

OPS Stidd says:
::hails the Marauder::

CEO Starks says:
CO: other Ferengi ship coming to bear

OPS Stidd says:
CO: channels open sir

Host Ferengi CO says:
ACTION: A communication is received from the Tenerus colony, at the same time the Ferengi fleet stands down.

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Daimon: Stand down or I will destroy you

CEO Starks says:
CO: sir they have powered down their weapons

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: I am going to give you a new epidermal layer of skin were you wer burnt, this will hurt some but if you like I can sedate you

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: As all is in control, should I attend to the other patients?

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: however I rather not in your shape

OPS Stidd says:
CO: incoming message from the Tenarus Colony.

Host CO Terrance says:
OPS: Onscreen

CMO T`ryl says:
CNS: yes I think I can handle this one now

OPS Stidd says:
::Puts message onscreen:: CO aye sir.

CTO Riker says:
CMO: what ever  

CNS T`Pel says:
CMO: As you wish ::Moves to help other patients::

CTO Riker says:
CMO:  i don’t need no stinking Anastasia   i can take it  

Host Akarin says:
Com: Pharaoh: Captain Terrance!! This is a misunderstanding in the treaty with the Ferengi, cease hostilities, Damon Gult has ordered his fleet to stand down. please Captain!

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at patient with contusions, and applies dermal regenerator.::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: as you wish but don’t say I didn't tell you

CMO T`ryl says:
::starts removing dead tissue on the CTO::

Host CO Terrance says:
COM: Tenarus: Director Akarin.  What an pleasant surprise ::the sarcasm evident in his voice:: Would you care to explain?

XO Fowler says:
::Puts her hand on Andy's shoulder and whispers, :: CO: Be nice. 

SO Ikari says:
CEO: What do you say?  Grom owes us... a night of drinks?  ::grins::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: doing ok?

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Come on Nancy, look who it is!  

CNS T`Pel says:
::moves to next patient and relocates a dislocated shoulder::

CTO Riker says:
CMO:  couldn’t been better 

XO Fowler says:
CO: I know, but your being nice throws him for a loop

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Good point

CEO Starks says:
::taps combadge and whispers:: *SO* At last!....Man, CO Terrence is crazy, and that's why I dig this ship!

Host Akarin says:
COM: Pharaoh: No Captain I wouldn't, This is an internal Tenerus affair and is resolved... please go on vacation or whatever you were doing... I will handle this, Tenerus out.

CMO T`ryl says:
::Places the new skin over the fresh layer:: CTO: good

Host CO Terrance says:
::stares at the screen::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: this will keep you in SB at least 1 day maybe 2

XO Fowler says:
CO: I see he is his usual self. In fine form, too

CEO Starks says:
:: brings ship off red alert::

CNS T`Pel says:
::looks::

SO Ikari says:
*CEO*: Heh, who needs missions with off days like this?


CTO Riker says:
CMO: u got to be kidding

OPS Stidd says:
brings power to standby mode::

Host CO Terrance says:
XO: Nancy, find some sort of investigation we can do that is invasive on him, within regulations  ::smiles::

XO Fowler says:
::Smiles back and nods::

CMO T`ryl says:
CTO: can't let you get infected

Host CO Terrance says:
All: Stand down

Host Akarin says:
********End Mission*********


